COVID-19 AND THE ECONOMY
Middle School Lesson Plan

State and National Teaching Standards
New York Social Studies Practice Standards
•

SS.SSP.8.4.1: Explain how economic decisions affect the well-being of individuals,
businesses, and society; evaluate alternative approaches or solutions to economic issues
in terms of benefits and costs for different groups of people.

•

SS.SSP.8.4.4: Examine the roles of institutions such as corporations, non-profit
organizations, and labor unions in a market economy in the United States.

•

SS.SSP.8.4.5: Use appropriate data to evaluate the state of employment, unemployment,
inflation, total production, income, and economic growth in the economy.

•

SS.SSP.8.4.6: Explain how government policies affect the economy.

New Jersey Social Studies Standards
Grade 8 Civics, Government, and Human Rights
•

6.3.8.A.2: Participate in a real or simulated hearing to develop a legislative proposal that
addresses a public issue, and share it with an appropriate legislative body (e.g., school
board, municipal or county government, state legislature).

Economics, Innovation, and Technology
•

6.3.8.C.1: Examine the perspectives of multiple stakeholders involved in the local budget
process (e.g., obtaining information, discussing priorities).

New Jersey Personal Financial Literacy Standards
•

9.1.8.F.1 Explain how the economic system of production and consumption may be a
means to achieve significant societal goals.

•

9.1.8.F.2 Examine the implications of legal and ethical behaviors when making financial
decisions.

•

9.1.8.F.3 Relate the impact of a business, government, and consumer fiscal responsibility
to the economy and to personal finance.

Connecticut Standards
•

ECO8.1 Explain how economic decisions affect the well-being of individuals, businesses,
and society.
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C3 Framework
•

D2.Eco.6.9-12. Generate possible explanations for a government role in markets when
market inefficiencies exist.

Grade Level

6-8

Time Required

120 minutes

Compelling Question:

What happens when you can’t go out shopping anymore?

Supporting Questions:

How is economic health measured?
What would negatively impact the growth of an economy?
What are some actions that could help restart growth?

Objectives:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Define measures of economic health, such as gross domestic product (GDP) and
unemployment
Analyze economic data to assess economic conditions
Analyze the circular flow model of the economy
Simulate household choices in the circular flow model during the COVID-19 pandemic
Evaluate different proposals for economic restart
Create a proposal for local government actions to restart the economy

Materials

In the event that a traditional classroom environment is not available,
learning instruction options are provided throughout the lesson plan to
modify the activities and readings for remote or virtual learning.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Handout 1: Economics Words and Charts
Handout 2: What is GDP?
Handout 3: Adding it All Together – GDP
Handout 4: Fewer Jobs
Handout 5: The Circular Flow and You
Handout 6: Let’s Fill in the Circular Flow!
Handout 7: The Circular Flow Model and COVID-19
Handout 8: Let’s Talk It Up! Town Hall Preparations
Handout 9: Let’s Reboot the Economy! Town Hall Transcript
Handout 10: Town Hall Notes
Handout 11: Town Hall News!
Handout 12: Let’s Wrap It Up!

•
•

Resource 1: Consumption Cards
Resource 2: Classroom Consumption Chart
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•
•
•
•

Resource 3: Investment Cards
Resource 4: Classroom Business Investment Chart
Resource 5: Households Sign, Businesses Sign, Product Market Sign, Resource Market Sign
Resource 6: Money Cards, Product Cards, Employee Resource Cards

•

Reading 1: New York Executive Order
o (https://www.governor.ny.gov/news/governor-cuomo-signs-new-york-statepause-executive-order)
Reading 2: New Jersey Executive Order
o (https://www.nj.gov/governor/news/news/562020/20200320j.shtml)
Reading 3: Connecticut Executive Order
o (https://portal.ct.gov/Office-of-the-Governor/News/Press-Releases/2020/032020/Governor-Lamont-Releases-Guidance-to-Businesses-on-Order-AskingConnecticut-to-Stay-Safe-Stay-Home)
Reading 4: Jersey City Mayor Opens Farmers Markets
o (https://www.insidernj.com/press-release/mayor-fulop-reopens-farmers-marketsprovide-healthy-food-access-support-local-businesses-adhering-socialdistancing-measures/)
Reading 5: Mayor de Blasio and Speaker Johnson Announce Plans to Implement 100
Miles of Safe Streets
o (https://www1.nyc.gov/office-of-the-mayor/news/292-20/mayor-de-blasiospeaker-johnson-plans-implement-up-100-miles-safe-streets)
Reading 6: Montclair Landlords and Tenants Working Together
o (https://www.montclairlocal.news/2020/04/15/paying-the-rent-during-covidmontclair-landlords-tenants-working-together/)
Reading 7: Albany Lifts Time Limit Parking Regulation to Create Curbside Pickup Areas for
Local Eateries
o (https://www.albanyny.gov/newsandevents/news/20-0327/City_of_Albany_Lifts_TimeLimit_Parking_Regulations_Creates_Curbside_Pickup_Areas_for_Local_Eateries.as
px)
Reading 8: Stamford Provides Thousands of Masks to Residents
o (https://www.stamfordct.gov/office-of-the-mayor/news/stamford-providesthousands-of-masks-to-residents)

•
•

•

•

•
•

•

Supporting Question 1: How is economic health measured?
Steps/Procedures
1.

As a warm-up, ask students if they’ve ever gone out shopping. (Most will say yes.) Ask
them how often they go shopping. (Answers will vary as some will say every day and
others will say once a week or once a month, etc.) Now, ask students what would
happen if they could not go out shopping anymore. (Expected student responses: I
can’t go and buy the things I want or need, businesses won’t be able to sell things
and they won’t make money.) Distribute Handout 1 and ask students to predict how
not being able to go out shopping would impact their communities. (Expected
answers can include that they can’t buy the things they want, stores are closed and
that people are losing jobs.)
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2.

Introduce the definition of an economy and have students write the following
definition and draw a picture for each word on Handout 1. An economy is a system
of production and distribution of resources, goods, and services, where goods are
tangible things that you purchase, such as pizza and video games, while services are
actions you purchase, such as haircuts and babysitting.

3.

Explain that in our economy, buyers and sellers meet to exchange goods and
services, and the buyers and sellers decide on price.

4.

Next, tell students that they will learn about two important things that will help them
understand the health of an economy. Use a doctor and patient metaphor to ask
students how doctors know if their patients are healthy or not, leading them to think
of the various vitals that doctors usually take on patients at a check-up. (Expected
student responses: temperature, body weight and heart rate or pulse).

5.

Explain that just as doctors check these various vitals to determine your overall
health, economists can also measure the economy’s health using indicators. Explain
that students will learn about two specific indicators, GDP and unemployment, in this
lesson.

6.

Present students with this scenario. They wake up one day to find that there has been
a “restart” in the economy, where all the towns and cities are given new names and
are only allowed to produce one good or service. Explain that there is a particular
city, Newer York City, that only produces doughnuts, and that you are asked to be
on the city’s development task force. As part of this development task force, you
want to see how well the city will do economically by asking, “How much stuff is
being made?” Explain that, if things are being made, there must be demand for
those things, meaning there are people able and willing to pay for them. Ask
students how the “stuff being made” could be measured. (Expected student
response: By counting how much of the stuff is being sold and bought.) Discuss that
there needs to be a value, or a price (dollar amount), on the stuff being made.

7.

Ask students to look at Newer York City’s production chart on Handout 1. Tell them
that they can calculate how much money Newer York City has made by multiplying
the price by the quantity of doughnuts, its particular product. Instruct students to
answer the questions on Handout 1.
1) How much money did Newer York City make from their doughnut sales in
2089? ($1 x 100 = $100)
2) How much money did Newer York City make from their doughnut sales in
2090? ($1 x 130 = $130)
3) Did Newer York City’s total market value of their doughnut sales increase or
decrease? (Increase.)

8.

After reviewing students’ answers, ask them to think about what Newer York City’s
increase in its market value for doughnuts says about their economy. Guide the
discussions by answering the remaining questions (4 – 7) on Handout 1 with the
students:
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4) How did you know Newer York City is bringing in more money? (Because they
sold more doughnuts.)
5) What would happen if Newer York City kept selling more doughnuts? (It would
continue to make more money.)
6) What would happen if all of a sudden nobody can afford to buy doughnuts
anymore? (Newer York City wouldn’t be able to make money because
nobody would buy doughnuts.)
7) What might that mean about the economy? (Newer York City wouldn’t be
able to make money and so the economy might suffer or shut down.)
Have students write these answers on Handout 1.
9.

Prep: Cut out the Consumption Cards from Resource 1 and the Investment Cards
from Resource 3. Distribute Handout 2 and the Consumption Cards to students,
making sure each student gets one consumption card. Now, tell students that they
will further explore why the market value of goods is related to an economy’s growth
by presenting them with this scenario. Explain that there are other cities around
Newer York City that also make only one product. The students have been asked to
be part of a task force to help give an initial boost to the economies of these
neighboring cities by buying their product for one year. Tell students that they will
each receive a Consumption Card that states the product, price, and quantity
bought for the year, and that they will write this information on their Consumption
Chart from Handout 2. Instruct students to then calculate the market value by
multiplying price and quantity, and to write their calculation on Handout 2.
Remote Learning Option: Create a Google Sheet with your students’
names and assign the Consumption Cards ahead of time.

10.

Once students complete their consumption charts, go around the class and ask
students which product they bought, the price, the quantity, and the market value
(i.e. how much money they spent). Collect students’ answers to generate a master
classroom consumption chart either on the board or on your class’s shared Google
Doc or Google Sheet with the title “Classroom Consumption.” Feel free to model your
chart as shown in Resource 2.

11.

Explain that when all the products’ total values are added, this number illustrates all
of the spending by consumers, who in this case, are the students. Say to students,
“How much did the class spend in total? Let’s see!” Calculate the Total Classroom
Consumption on the master chart and have students copy this number onto
Handout 2.

12.

Explain that this chart represents consumption which means spending by households,
or people like you and me, and that it will be abbreviated with a capital “C.” Have
students write on Part I of Handout 2 a “C” in the box to the left of “consumption”
and to write the definition of consumption as the total market value of household
spending on purchases in a year.
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Remote Learning Option: For steps 12-23, post Handout 2 as a Google Doc
in your Google Classroom and have students type the definitions and their
answers.
13.

Instruct students that now they will change their role from being consumers to
business owners selling their purchased product. Distribute Investment Cards from
Resource 3. Note: Make sure that the students’ products on their Investment Cards
match the product on their original Consumption Cards. Explain that the Investment
Cards list some of the spending that business owners would have to do to be able to
make and sell their products. Explain that for the purposes of this activity, this
investment spending is for one year. Have students fill in their Investment Chart on
Handout 2 using the information from their Investment Cards. Instruct students to
compute the total amount spent on investment in one year by summing the costs of
equipment, rent, bills, and workers.
Remote Learning Option: Assign the Investment Cards ahead of time to
students (make sure that the assigned product on the Investment Cards
matches the product on their assigned Consumption Cards) on the
Google Sheet.

14.

Once students complete their chart, go around the class and ask students for their
business investment total to generate a master classroom chart either on the board
or on Google Docs or Google Sheets. Feel free to use the one from Resource 4.

15.

Explain that these costs are called “investment” because it is the money spent by
businesses to make the products they sell for more money in return. Instruct students
to write a capital “I” in the box left to the word “Investment” on Part II of Handout 2
and have students write the definition of investment as money that businesses spend
on goods and services to create other goods and services.

16.

Next, tell students that in this new restarted economy, just like in the old economy, the
government helps keep communities safe and running by spending government
money. Ask students to name some things that governments spend money on.
(Expected student responses include schools, roads, bridges, public parks, police and
fire departments.) Note: If students say answers such as social security or welfare
(unemployment, disability), explain that these are not considered government
spending because social security and welfare go directly to individuals who use that
money for consumption.

17.

Tell students that things such as schools, roads, bridges, and parks are some examples
of government spending. Next, instruct students to write a capital “G” on Part III on
Handout 2 and explain that the “G” is an abbreviation for government spending.
Have students write the definition of government spending as money that the
government spends on goods and services such as education, protection, and
public spaces and explain that for this year, government spending is $500. Instruct
students to write this amount on Part III of Handout 2.

18.

Now, introduce the concept of trade by first introducing imports and explaining to
students that there are some products we buy that are made in other countries. Ask
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students to think about and share what some of these products could be. If students
are struggling to think of some products, ask them to look at either the tag inside their
sneakers or t-shirt and see where they were made. (Expected student responses: Tshirts, shoes, bananas, coffee, chocolate, foreign cars.) Once students share their
responses, explain that these things are called imports because they’re made
elsewhere, and that when we buy a t-shirt that was made outside of the United
States, the money is going from the U.S. to another country. Have students write the
definition of imports as things we buy that are made in other countries and have
them draw an example on Part IV of Handout 2.
19.

Transition to exports by asking students, “You just learned that when we buy products
that are made from another country, those products are called imports. What do you
think would be the opposite of that?” Wait for students to share their responses.
(Expected student response: When other countries buy things from us, when other
countries buy things made in the U.S.) Acknowledge students’ answers and explain
that when we sell things that are made in the U.S. to another country and get money
from those sales, those products are called exports. Have students write the definition
of exports as things made in the U.S. that are sold to other countries and have them
draw an example on Part IV of Handout 2.

20.

Now, guide students to the concept of net exports with this example. Say to students,
“Let’s assume that we’re all going to buy t-shirts made outside the United States, and
that the price of each t-shirt is $10. If there were 30 students in our class, how much
money did we spend on imports?” ($300 because $10 x 30 = 300.) Write the t-shirt
price, quantity, and money spent on imports on the board. Note: You may also
choose to use the actual number of students currently in your classroom instead of
using 30.

21.

Say to students, “Now, let’s assume we sell 50 pounds of U.S. grown peanuts to
another country. We sell each pound for $2. How much did we get from our
exports?” ($100 because $2 x 50 = 100.)

22.

Tell students that they will now subtract the money spent on t-shirts (imports) from the
money made by selling peanuts to another country (exports), to get something
called net exports. Have students copy the following on Part IV of Handout 2: NX =
$100 (exports) - $300 (imports) = -$200. Explain that this number is negative because
the value of the imports is greater than the exports, which means that the value of
the things bought that were made outside the U.S. is greater than the value of the
things made in the U.S. that were sold to other countries.

23.

After students copy the equation, explain that the -$200 is the class’s net exports for
this year and that net exports will abbreviated with a capital “NX.” Instruct students to
write “NX” on Part IV of Handout 2. Tell students to also write the definition of net
exports as U.S. exports minus U.S. imports.

24.

Distribute Handout 3. Have students write a plus sign in between the abbreviated
letters for consumption, investment, government spending, and net exports so that it
looks like this: C + I + G + NX. Then have them write the numbers for C, I, G, and NX
underneath the respective letters from Parts I – IV of Handout 2 and add those
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numbers. Once students sum the numbers, say, “Do you see how we added C which
represents consumption or spending by households, I or investment which is
businesses’ spending, G which is government spending, and NX which is net exports,
to get this big number? This number is called GDP which stands for Gross Domestic
Product.” Explain to students that gross means total, domestic means within a
country, and product means goods and services. Instruct students to write = GDP at
the end of C + I + G + NX so that it looks like this: C + I + G + NX = GDP. Have students
write the definition of GDP as the total market value of goods and services produced
in a country in a given year on Handout 3. Emphasize to students that because GDP
is the total market value of goods and services produced domestically, or in a
country, spending on imports has to be removed because they are things that are
not produced within the United States. 1
Remote Learning Option: Post Handout 3 as a Google Doc on your
Google Classroom and have students type their calculations and answers.
25.

To further understand how GDP represents the health of an economy, distribute
Handout 4 and present students with a new scenario by saying, “Let’s suppose that
half the class did not buy any products.” Divide the original class consumption
number by 2 and write this on the board. For example, if your class’s total
consumption was $800, divide $800/2 = $400. Have students take note of this on
Handout 4.
Remote Learning Option: Post Handout 4 as a Google Doc on your
Google Classroom and have students type their calculations and answers.

26.

Say, “So, as business owners, if only half the class bought products, it means that
fewer people are buying stuff. What does that mean for you in terms of the money
you make?” Have the class think about this question as you go over the following
questions from Handout 4:
1) If your class’s total consumption from Handout 2 decreased by half, what is
your new total class consumption? (Answers will vary depending on your
original class consumption total, but should be half of the original
consumption number.)
2) What does this decreased consumption mean for you as business owners?
(We’re not making as much money; we’re bringing in less money.)
3) If your business is bringing in less money, what would you have to do? (Spend
less money on business costs; raise prices of our products; try to find cheaper
rent; cut/fire/lay off workers.)

27.

Respond to students’ answers by saying, “All of those are possible things you might
have to do, but we’re going to focus on letting go of workers. If businesses fire
workers, are more people or fewer people working?” (Expected student responses:

Consumption, investment, and government spending in GDP include spending on both imports and exports, and
so the net exports (NX) equation (exports - imports) removes all of the imports for consumption, business, and
government spending at once from the GDP equation: C+I+G+NX. This prevents double counting.

1
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Fewer.) Respond, “That’s right! If businesses are letting go of workers or not hiring new
ones and fewer people are able to find work, this is something called
unemployment.” Have students write the definition of unemployment as people who
want to work but can’t find work on Handout 4.
Remote Learning Option: Post answers to Handout 4 and discuss the
answers with the students either via video chat or another preferred online
application.
28.

After students write the definition of unemployment, ask, “If you’re unemployed, are
you going to go shopping more often or less often?” (Expected student response:
Less often.) Then ask, “If there is less shopping, what does that mean for businesses?”
(Expected student responses: It means less money for businesses.) Expound on
students’ answers by asking, “What do the businesses do if they aren’t making as
much money?” (Expected student response: Lay off/fire more workers.) Emphasize
that unemployment occurs when people are looking for work but can’t find any
because businesses aren’t hiring.
Remote Learning Option: Type these questions in your Google Classroom
either as a separate Google Doc or assignment, have students type their
answers, then go over their responses via video chat or online discussion.

29.

Ask students what would happen to their businesses if the decreased total classroom
consumption number were cut in half again. Write the consumption number being
divided by 2 either on the board or on your Google Classroom’s Google Doc.
(Expected student responses: We’re making even less money/we’re bringing in even
less money.) Ask students what they would have to do if their businesses kept bringing
in less and less money. (Expected student response: Fire even more workers.) Explain
that as consumption kept decreasing because people aren’t spending money,
businesses respond to this by cutting their investment and firing workers.
Remote Learning Option: Display Handout 2 on Google Classroom to
demonstrate the consumption number being cut in half again. Copy and
paste the questions from step 29 on a separate Google Doc and allow
students to type their answers.

30.

Further explain that this means unemployment could keep rising because people
aren’t spending, which leads to businesses making even less money. Say, “So fewer
people are spending less money because fewer people have jobs and therefore
cannot spend money. That means investment and consumption will continue to
decrease. Remember GDP? Let’s also cut GDP in half to show that consumption and
business investment have drastically decreased.” 2 Write on the board the class’s GDP
number being divided by 2. Ask, “So if GDP is lower or going down, is that healthy or
unhealthy for an economy?” (Expected student response: Unhealthy.) Ask students,
“Why is it unhealthy?” (Expected student response: Because GDP is smaller now,

Note: the decline of different components of GDP each have a different proportional impact on overall GDP but
for the purposes of this lesson and as a demonstration, we are cutting GDP in half and stating that consumption
and business have drastically decreased.

2
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which means people are spending less.) Instruct students to then answer questions 57 on Handout 4.
Remote Learning Option: Display Handout 4 on Google Classroom to
demonstrate the consumption number being cut in half again. Copy and
paste the questions from step 30 on a separate Google Doc and allow
students to type their answers.
5) If unemployment continued to increase, what would happen to
consumption, business investment, and GDP? (If unemployment continued to
increase, businesses would have to continue to fire workers, and if more
workers are fired, that means people won’t have money to spend and
consumption will continue to go down. If consumption continues to go down,
businesses could have to keep firing workers and it could become a
downward cycle which will also bring down GDP.)
6) Overall, is increasing unemployment a sign of a healthy economy or an
unhealthy economy? Why? (Unhealthy economy because it shows that
people aren’t spending money, and because businesses are making less
money, they have to fire people.)
7) What are two signs of a healthy economy? (Low unemployment and
increasing GDP.)
31.

To summarize unemployment, GDP and the signs of a healthy economy, tell students
that they will partner with another student in class to explain to each other what
happens to GDP when unemployment is increasing, and what the signs of a healthy
economy are. Instruct students to write their answers on Handout 4. One student can
explain why GDP decreases when unemployment increases, and the other can
explain why increasing GDP and low unemployment are signs of a healthy economy.
(Expected student responses: When unemployment goes up, GDP decreases
because unemployment leads to decreased consumption, and decreased
consumption means that people aren’t spending as much money. When people
don’t spend money, businesses aren’t able to make money, and therefore might
have to fire workers. When fewer people are working, spending decreases even
more which ultimately also brings down GDP. When GDP is decreasing and
unemployment is higher, it means that the economy is struggling and unhealthy. But
when GDP is increasing and unemployment is lower, that means that people have
jobs and are spending money, and businesses are also making money and hiring
people to work.)
Remote Learning Option: Assign student pairs and have them chat either
on Google Hangouts or on an online video platform to discuss their
answers and type them on Handout 4.
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Supporting Question 2: What would negatively impact the growth of an economy?
32.

As a warm up and review, ask students how they would know if an economy is
healthy and growing. (By looking at GDP and unemployment.) Further ask what GDP
and unemployment are. (GDP measures the total market value of goods and
services being produced in a country; when GDP is increasing that means more
goods are being bought and sold. Unemployment is when people who want to find
jobs are unable to find jobs.)

33.

Introduce students to the circular flow model by explaining that people participate in
the economy in a variety of ways. People make decisions as consumers when they
buy goods and services. They also participate as producers by providing work to
businesses, and businesses participate by selling goods and services for people to
buy.

34.

Provide Handout 5 with the partially blank circular flow model. Explain that students
will be able to draw and learn about a model that illustrates the flow of money in an
economy through households and businesses. Have students write the following
definitions on Handout 5.
1) Households: People who buy goods and services that businesses produce
2) Businesses: People who make the goods and services to sell to households
3) Product Market: Where consumers buy the goods and services that businesses
are selling. For example, buying food at a local grocery store where
consumers exchange money for groceries is an example of a product market.
4) Resource Market: Where resources (like labor) to make goods and services
are exchanged through transactions. For example, businesses paying wages
to workers.

35.

Explain that in the resource market, businesses are the buyers and households are the
sellers. Ask students what firms are buying. (Students should answer labor or work.) Ask
students what households are providing. (Students should answer labor or work.)

36.

Say, “Households buy things, and businesses sell things. Based on your vocabulary list
on Handout 5, where do you do meet to do these things?” (Students should answer
that they meet in the product market.)

37.

Prep: Have four signs ready to tape on the classroom walls: Households; Businesses;
Product Market; Resource Market. Feel free to use the signs from Resource 5. To
distinguish students in the Households group from students in the Businesses group,
you may print more of the Households and Businesses signs and have students tape
them onto their shirts. Print and cut out enough Product Cards, Employee Resource
Cards, and Money Cards from Resource 6 so that every student gets two of each.
Note: Save these cards and signs for the next in-class activity on Step 60.
Remote Learning Option: To do the circular flow activity virtually, please
skip to steps 45-55.
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38.

In-Class Activity: Assign half of the class to the Households group and the remaining
half to the Businesses group. Allow time for students to walk to their respective group
signs. Distribute two Money Cards and two Employee Resource Cards to students in
the Households group. Distribute two Money Cards and two Product Cards to
students in the Businesses group. Tell students that they will do a simulation of
something called the “circular flow” which they will be able to define after this
activity. Place the Households group and Businesses group on opposite sides of the
classroom under their respective group signs, and tape the Product Market and
Resource Market signs on the other two sides of the classroom, opposite one another.

39.

Begin to create the circular flow by instructing students in Households and Businesses
to walk to the Product Market. Once both groups are at the Product Market, instruct
Households to exchange one of their Money Cards for one of the Product Cards from
the Businesses group. Pause all movement for one minute to tell students that this
exchange represents Households buying goods and services in the Product Market
and that Businesses are receiving money from Households by selling their goods and
services to them. Once students in the Businesses group have exchanged one of their
Product Cards for one of the Money Cards from Households, ask them to walk to
back to their Businesses group sign to count their Money Cards and Product Markets.
(They should have 3 Money Cards and 1 Product Card.) Then instruct the Businesses
group to walk to the Resource Market sign. Once students in the Households group
have exchanged one of their Money Cards for one of the Product Cards, tell them to
walk to the Households group sign to count their cards. (They should have 1 Product
Card, 1 Money Card, and 2 Employee Resource Cards.) After the Households group
have counted their cards, tell them to walk to the Resource Market sign.

40.

When both groups are at the Resource Market, tell Businesses to exchange one
Money Card for one Employee Resource Card from the Households group. As they
do so, explain that this exchange represents Households providing work or labor in
exchange for money (or wages) from Businesses, and that Businesses are “buying” or
hiring work or labor from Households as they exchange their Money Cards for
Employee Resource Cards. Pause all movement for one minute to explain that
Businesses use the hired labor from Households to make products to sell in the Product
Market, and that Households use their wages or money from Businesses to buy
products from the Product Market.

41.

Once all students in the Businesses group have exchanged their Money Cards for
Employee Resource Cards in the Resource Market, instruct them to walk back to the
Businesses group sign to count their cards. (They should have 1 Employee Resource
Card, 2 Money Cards, and 1 Product Card.) Once all students in the Households
group have exchanged their Employee Resource Cards for Money Cards in the
Resource Market, instruct them to walk back to the Households group sign to count
their cards. (They should have 1 Employee Resource Card, 2 Money Cards, and 1
Product Card.)

42.

After both groups have counted their cards, instruct them to walk again to the
Product Market from their respective group signs. Tell Households to exchange their
Money Card for a Product Card from Businesses, and for Businesses to exchange their
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Product Card for a Money Card from Households. Once all students in the Businesses
group have exchanged their Product Cards for Money Cards in the Product Market,
instruct them again to walk back to the Businesses group sign to count their cards.
(They should have 1 Employee Resource Card, 3 Money Cards, and 0 Product
Cards.) Once all students in the Households group have exchanged their Money
Cards for Product Cards in the Product Market, instruct them to walk back to the
Households sign to count their cards. (They should have 1 Employee Resource Card, 1
Money Card, and 2 Product Cards.)
43.

After they have counted their cards, instruct both groups to walk again to the
Resource Market from their respective group signs. In the Resource Market, have
Households exchange their Employee Resource Card for a Money Card from
Businesses, and for Businesses to exchange their Money Card for an Employee
Resource Card from Households. Once both groups have made their exchanges,
instruct them to walk to their group signs to count their cards again. (Students in the
Businesses group should have 2 Employee Resource Cards, 2 Money Cards, and 0
Product Cards. Students in the Households group should have 0 Employee Resource
Cards, 2 Money Cards, and 2 Product Cards.)

44.

Once all students have counted their cards, instruct students to walk back to their
seats. Explain that this activity was to illustrate the flow of money through the
economy from households and businesses. Have students answer the questions on
Handout 5.
1) How do households participate in the circular flow? (By buying
products/goods and services and offering work.)
2) How do businesses participate in the circular flow? (By making
products/goods and services and hiring workers.)
3) What is exchanged in the Resource Market? (Households exchanged
employee resource cards for money cards and Businesses exchanged money
cards for employee resource cards.)
4) What is exchanged in the Product Market? (Households exchanged money
cards for product cards and businesses exchanged product cards for money
cards.)

45.

Note: You may use steps 45 – 55 either for additional practice on the
circular flow or for a remote activity option: Using the partially filled circular
flow model on Handout 6, have students draw households and businesses
meeting in the Product Market, illustrating households and businesses exchanging
money for goods and services in the Product Market. To guide students, have them
draw an arrow from the Product Market to Households. Ask students what the arrow
should represent. (Expected student response: Products [or goods and services]).
Instruct them to write their answer either above or under the arrow.
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46.

Have students then draw another arrow that goes from Households to the Product
Market. Ask what that arrow represents. (Expected student response: Money or
spending.) Instruct them to write their answer either above or under the arrow.

47.

Then have students draw an arrow from Businesses to the Product Market. Ask
students what the arrow should represent. (Expected student response: Products [or
goods and services]). Instruct them to write their answer either above or under the
arrow.

48.

Have students draw another arrow that goes from the Product Market to Businesses.
Ask students what that arrow represents, asking what businesses are receiving by
selling products at the Product Market. (Expected student response: Money or
revenue.) Instruct them to write their answer either above or under the arrow.

49.

Have students summarize the type of exchange that is happening between
households and businesses in the Product Market on Handout 6. (Expected student
response: Businesses provide goods and services or products in the Product Market
where households buy these products in exchange for money. Businesses get money
in return for selling their products.)

50.

Now, ask students, “Based on your vocabulary list, where do households get jobs and
where do businesses find the workers they need?” (Expected student response:
Resource Market.) Ask students what businesses give in exchange for people’s work.
(Expected student response: Businesses give workers money, or wages.) Ask students
what workers get in exchange for the work they give to businesses. (Expected
student response: Workers get money, or wages.)

51.

On the same circular flow model from Handout 6 have students draw households
and businesses meeting in the Resource Market, illustrating households offering work
for money and businesses offering money for work. To guide students, instruct them to
draw an arrow from Households to the Resource Market. Ask what households
provide to the Resource Market and to label that on the arrow. (Expected student
response: Labor or work.) Have students draw another arrow that goes from the
Resource Market to Households, asking what the Resource Market gives to
households and what that arrow represents. (Expected student response: Wages or
money.) Next, have students draw an arrow from the Resources Market to Businesses.
Ask students what the arrow represents. (Expected student response: Resources like
labor). Then have students draw another arrow from Businesses to the Resource
Market, asking what firms are providing to the Resource Market for households and to
write that on the arrow. (Expected student response: Wages, salaries, or money.)

52.

Have students summarize the type of exchange that is happening between
households and businesses in the Resource Market on the summary section on
Handout 6. (Expected student response: Households provide labor or work and get
wages or money in exchange for their work. Businesses use labor from the Resource
Market to help make their goods and services, and in return for the labor they get,
they pay workers money/wages.)
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53.

Have students tie everything together by explaining the relationship between
households and businesses based on what they drew. Guide students to first think of
what households and businesses do in the product market and the exchange that
happens, leading them to discuss the resource market and the type of exchange
that happens there.

54.

Explain that what they just drew is a representation of the circular flow model which
illustrates the interrelationship between households and businesses in an economy.

55.

After students write their explanation, have them answer the following questions on
Handout 6. Note: Tell students to keep their Handout 6 on hand as they will need to
refer to it later in the lesson.
1) What does the circular flow look like? (It looks like a circle.)
2) What do households and businesses use to get the things they want or
need? (Money.)
3) Where do households and businesses meet to exchange goods and
services and money? (Product Market.)
4) Where do households and businesses meet to exchange work and
money? (Resource Market.)

56.

Now, explain to students that there was a time when people could not go out
shopping for everything they wanted, due to a pandemic (a disease outbreak that
spreads across countries and affects a large number of populations) and that they
will be placed into groups to read about why at one point in recent history people
could not go out to shop for whatever they wanted. Place students into three groups.
Pass out Handout 7 and copies of Reading 1: New York Executive Order, Reading 2:
New Jersey Executive Order, and Reading 3: Connecticut Executive Order. Each
group should receive a different reading.

57.

Once groups receive their readings, instruct them to highlight important findings in
the reading such as specific executive order actions, and on Handout 7, to
summarize what each state is requiring citizens to do. After they have written their
summary, tell each group to either come to the board to write their executive order
summary or type it on a shared Google Doc. (Answers may vary but should include:
non-essential businesses must close, people must work from home whenever possible,
people must not gather in large groups, people must practice social distancing and
stay six feet apart, etc.)

58.

Now, ask students to go back to their completed circular flow model from Handout 6
and to think of it under COVID-19 pandemic conditions. Ask households what they
are supposed to do, according to the executive orders. (Expected student response:
Stay at home; shelter in place.) Ask businesses what they are supposed to do,
according to the executive orders. (Expected student response: Most will close.) Ask
the class, “What does all this mean for you and your shopping?” (Expected student
response: “It means I can’t go out shopping!”) Ask students if they think households
and businesses are able to meet in the same way to exchange money and goods
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and services during a pandemic. (Expected student response: No.) Ask them to
explain their answer. (Expected student response: Because the executive orders are
telling people to stay at home to stop the spread of COVID-19 and help people stay
safe.)
59.

Tell students that they will now simulate the circular flow under stay at home orders on
Handout 7 where they can’t go out shopping in the same way they did before.
Remote Learning Option: Assign students in groups of 3 and post Reading
1: New York Executive Order, Reading 2: New Jersey Executive Order, and
Reading 3: Connecticut Executive Order and Handout 7 on Google
Classroom. Allow students time to read and write their answers on Google
Classroom. Have an online discussion on how this new situation where
people aren’t able to go out anymore to shop would affect the circular
flow. Refer to the questions and expected student answers from steps 5559. After students discuss and review their answers from Handout 7, skip to
step 63.

60.

In-Class Activity: Explain to students that they will redo the circular flow but this time it
will be based on this new situation where people are not allowed to go out shopping
in the same way that they did before.

61.

Reassign students to the Households group and Businesses group and have them
walk to their respective group signs. Distribute only 2 Employee Resource Cards to
each student in the Households group. Distribute only 2 Product Cards to each
student in the Businesses group. If students state that they weren’t given any Money
Cards, explain that this was purposely done to illustrate what might happen to the
circular flow.

62.

Instruct students in both groups to walk to the Product Market from their respective
group signs. Ask Households and Businesses if they are able to exchange money for
products. (Expected student response: No.) Ask why not. (Expected student response:
Because we have no money!) Ask students if they are unable to make their
exchanges in the Product Market, could they make their exchanges in the Resource
Market instead? Tell students to walk back to their respective group signs as they
think about this question. Then, instruct both groups to walk to the Resource Market.
At the Resource Market, ask Households and Businesses to exchange Employee
Resource Cards for Money Cards. (Expected student response: We can’t because
we have no money!) Once students have made this exclamation, instruct them to go
back to their seats.

63.

At their seats, instruct students to look at Handout 7. Again, based on this new
situation where people can’t go shopping in the same way as they did before, tell
students to draw an “X” on the appropriate arrow to show the money flow from
Households to the Product Market being cut off. (Students should realize that
because households go out less and because businesses can’t be open in the same
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way as before, the flow of money stops as households and businesses can’t meet
and make exchanges in either market.) Ask, “What happens if households are not
going out to buy the things they want or need?” (Households won’t be able to buy
goods and services from the Product Market and there won’t be any exchanges
going on in the Product Market. Businesses then won’t be able to make as much
money.)
64.

Tell students to draw another “X” on the appropriate arrow to show the money flow
from the Product Market to Businesses being cut off. Ask, “What happens if businesses
do not receive money from the Product Market?” (Businesses won’t be able to make
money from the Product Market and so they won’t have enough money to pay
wages to workers in the Resource Market.)

65.

Instruct students to draw another “X” on the appropriate arrow to show the money
flow from Businesses to the Resource Market being cut off. Ask, “What happens if
businesses do not have enough money to pay households for their work?”
(Households won’t get paid.)

66.

Tell students to draw one more “X” on the appropriate arrow to show the money flow
from the Resource Market to Households being cut off. Ask, “What happens if
households are not receiving money from the Resource Market for their work or
labor?” (Households won’t be able to have as much money to buy the stuff they
need or want.) Explain to students that normally the circular flow works smoothly
when there is money flowing from households to businesses in the product and
resource markets, but just as the students demonstrated with the “X’s”, the circular
flow can be disrupted.

67.

To conclude, have students answer the last two questions on Handout 7:
5) Based on what you learned in the last lesson, if people can’t go out shopping
the way they did before due to COVID-19, what would happen to businesses
and the economy, and GDP? (GDP could go down because people aren’t
able to go shop and spend their money to buy the things they need or want,
and so businesses won’t be able to get the resources they need to continue
making their products to sell.)
What would happen to unemployment? (If businesses aren’t making as much
money, they won’t be able to pay their workers and may have to fire them.
People will lose jobs and might not be able to find new ones.)
6) How has the COVID-19 pandemic and people not being able to spend
money affected the economy? (Since people can’t go out shopping and
spend money the way they did before, this negatively impacts businesses and
jobs because businesses won’t be able to make money to pay their workers.
They may have to fire their workers, and if businesses aren’t hiring new
workers, then even more people won’t be able to make money because
they won’t have jobs. Ultimately, when the flow of money stops, the circular
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flow gets disrupted and the economy is negatively impacted because there
are things that aren’t being bought and there are jobs being lost.)

Supporting Question 3: What are some actions that could help restart growth?
68.

As a warm up and review, ask students to recall how the circular flow could be
disrupted and under what conditions. (When the flow of money stops because
people can’t go out shopping due to a pandemic like COVID-19, then businesses
won’t be able to receive money the way they did before. Businesses might have to
fire workers because they can’t afford to pay them anymore. When workers do not
receive pay, they are unable to buy the things they need or want. This can impact
the whole flow.)

69.

Remind students that they play an important role in the circular flow and in the
economy, and that they will brainstorm ideas on how they could help the circular
flow be able to flow again.

70.

Divide students into five groups of four. Each group will read a news article about
what various towns have done in response to COVID-19 and develop their own
proposal on how they would make their town’s economy healthy again. Instruct
students that in their groups, they are to read their assigned article and script a mini
town hall with the following roles: 1 news reporter who will interview the mayor; 1
mayor who will explain the actions the town has taken; 2 residents of that town to
explain how this new action or proposal has impacted them so far. Note: Depending
on your class size, you may assign additional news reporters or residents to the
groups.

71.

Explain that each group will present their mini town hall in front of their class.
Remote Learning Option: Place students in groups and assign their roles
ahead of time on Google Classroom. Post Reading 4: Jersey City Mayor
Opens Farmers Markets, Reading 5: Mayor de Blasio and Speaker Johnson
Announce Plans to Implement 100 Miles of Safe Streets, Reading 6:
Montclair Landlords and Tenants Working Together, Reading 7: Albany Lifts
Time Limit Parking Regulation to Create Curbside Pickup Areas for Local
Eateries, Reading 8: Stamford Provides Thousands of Masks to Residents
and Handout 8, Handout 9, Handout 10, and Handout 11 on Google
Classroom. After students complete their Handouts, they can either record
their town halls or hold a virtual town hall via Zoom or other videoconference platforms.

72.

Distribute Handout 8 to each group. As groups begin to read their assigned readings
and fill out Handout 8, circulate the classroom to help students answer any questions
that they might have as they read.
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A. Reading 4: Jersey City Mayor Opens Farmers Markets
https://jerseycitynj.gov/UserFiles/Servers/Server_6189660/File/Press%20Releases/20
20%20Press%20Releases/FarmersMarketsAndPhaseIIParks.pdf
B. Reading 5: Mayor de Blasio and Speaker Johnson Announce Plans to Implement
100 Miles of Safe Streets https://www1.nyc.gov/office-of-the-mayor/news/29220/mayor-de-blasio-speaker-johnson-plans-implement-up-100-miles-safe-streets
C. Reading 6: Montclair Landlords and Tenants Working Together
https://www.montclairlocal.news/2020/04/15/paying-the-rent-during-covidmontclair-landlords-tenants-working-together/
D. Reading 7: Albany Lifts Time Limit Parking Regulation to Create Curbside Pickup
Areas for Local Eateries https://www.albanyny.gov/newsandevents/news/20-0327/City_of_Albany_Lifts_TimeLimit_Parking_Regulations_Creates_Curbside_Pickup_Areas_for_Local_Eateries.as
px
E. Reading 8: Stamford Provides Thousands of Masks to Residents
https://www.stamfordct.gov/office-of-the-mayor/news/stamford-providesthousands-of-masks-to-residents
73.

Once all students have finished preparing their questions and answers on Handout 8,
distribute Handout 9 and allow students time to write their transcript on this handout.
Remind students that everybody in their group needs to speak and that their town
hall should be between 4 - 6 minutes long.

74.

After all groups have completed their transcripts, distribute Handout 10. Tell students
that when each group presents, they should write down notes on each group’s
proposal on this handout.

75.

After each group is done presenting, distribute Handout 11 and tell students that they
will pick their favorite proposal and write a news article for their local town’s paper
that recaps the proposal and also suggests a proposal of their own to help restart
their local communities’ economies. Tell students that their suggested proposals
should focus on how the circular flow model could start flowing again, thinking about
the flow of money and the role of households and businesses.

76.

As an assessment, ask students to recall their prediction that they wrote on Handout
1. Distribute Handout 12 and have them answer the questions at the bottom of
Handout 12. After students have completed answering the questions on Handout 12,
have them compare their answers from Handout 12 to Handout 1.
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Handout 1: Economics Words and Charts
Prediction Box: What would happen to my community if nobody can go out shopping
anymore?

VOCABULARY LIST
Economy:___________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Goods:______________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Services:____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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Handout 1 (cont’d)

MARKET VALUE IN DOUGHNUTS
Directions: Take a look at this chart and answer the questions below.
City

Product

2089 Price Per
Doughnut

Quantity 2090 Price Per
Doughnut

Quantity

Newer York City

Doughnuts

$1

100

130

$1

1. How much money did Newer York City make from their doughnut sales in 2089?
2. How much money did Newer York City make from their doughnut sales in 2090?
3. Did Newer York City’s total market value of their doughnut sales increase or
decrease?

4. How did you know Newer York City is making more money in 2090 than in 2089?

5. What would happen if Newer York City kept selling more doughnuts?

6. What would happen if all of a sudden nobody can afford to buy doughnuts
anymore?

7. What might that mean about the economy?
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Handout 2: What is GDP?
Part I: CONSUMPTION
Directions: You are part of a special task force to start a new economy! To help give an
initial boost to the economies of these new cities, you will buy a specific product for a
year. Based on your Consumption Card, write down your product, price, quantity
bought, and the market value in the chart below.
Product

Price

My Consumption Chart
Quantity

Market Value

Now, fill in your class’s total consumption in the chart below based off of your teacher’s
class consumption chart. Then, write the letter abbreviation for consumption in the box
and the definition next to it.
Total Classroom Consumption

$

Consumption: _______________________________________________________________

Part II: INVESTMENT
Directions: You will now take on the role of business owners selling your product! Using
your Investment Cards, write the various costs of running your business and the total
cost in the chart below.
Product

Business Investment
Equipment
Rent
Bills
$
$
$

Workers
$

Total
$

Now, fill in your class’s total investment in the chart below based off of the class
investment chart. Then, write the letter abbreviation for investment in the box and the
definition next to it.
Total Classroom Investment

$

Investment:__________________________________________________________________
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Handout 2 (cont’d)

Part III: GOVERNMENT SPENDING
Directions: You learned about some of the things that governments spend money on that make up
government spending. Now, fill in government spending in the chart below. Then, write the letter
abbreviation for government spending in the box and the definition next to it.

Government
Spending

$

Government Spending: ______________________________________________________

Part IV: NET EXPORTS
Directions: You learned some important terms that relate to products being bought and sold outside of the
United States. Write the definitions for imports and exports and draw or write an example of each in the
boxes below.

Imports: ____________________________________________________________________________

Exports: ____________________________________________________________________________

Your class’s t-shirt imports are $300 and your peanut exports are $100. If you subtract imports from exports,
what dollar amount do you get? Fill in the equation below.
$______ (exports) - $______ (imports) = $_______. This is your class’s net exports for the year. Let’s write this
number in the chart below. Then, write the letter abbreviation for net exports in the box and the definition
next to it.

Net Exports

$

Net Exports: _________________________________________________________________
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Handout 3: Adding It All Together – GDP
Directions: We just learned about the different parts of our class’s economy and what
they mean. Write these four parts on the lines and their letter abbreviations in the boxes.
1. ___________________________

3. ___________________________

2. ___________________________

4. ___________________________

Using the abbreviations from the boxes above, rewrite them below but add a plus sign
between each abbreviation. The first plus sign has been done for you as an example.
Then, using the numbers from Handout 2 for Consumption, Investment, Government
Spending, and Net Exports, write those numbers under the corresponding abbreviation
and add them together.

+
_____

+

_____

+

_____

+

_____

= _________ (GDP)

Gross Domestic Product (GDP) is…

___________________________________________________________________________________
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Handout 4: Fewer Jobs
1. If your class’s total consumption from Handout 2 decreased by half, what is your new
total class consumption?

2. What does this decreased consumption mean for you as business owners?

3. If your business is bringing in less money, what would you have to do?

4. Write the following definition of unemployment below.
Unemployment is

5. If unemployment continued to increase, what would happen to consumption,
business investment, and GDP?

6. Overall, is increasing unemployment a sign of a healthy economy or an unhealthy
economy? Why?

7. What are two signs of a healthy economy?
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Handout 4 (cont’d)

Let’s Recap!
With your partner, summarize what happens to GDP when unemployment is high, and
what the signs of a healthy economy are. Work together to fill in the boxes below.
Increasing unemployment means that GDP…

The signs of a healthy economy are…
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Handout 5: The Circular Flow and You
Did you know that you are participants in the economy? It’s true! Whenever you buy
goods and services, you participate as consumers. You can also participate by
providing work to businesses.
Let’s learn a little bit more about this thing called the “circular flow model” by delving
into some definitions.

1. Households:

2. Businesses:

3. Product Market:
Example)

4. Resource Market:
Example)
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Handout 5 (cont’d)

Questions
1. How do households participate in the circular flow?

2. How do businesses participate in the circular flow?

3. What is exchanged in the Resource Market?

4. What is exchanged in the Product Market?
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Handout 6: Let’s Fill in the Circular Flow!
Steps

1. Using arrows, draw households and
businesses meeting in the Product
Market, illustrating the exchange of
money for goods and services with
labeled arrows.
2. Using arrows, draw households and
businesses meeting in the Resource
Market, illustrating the exchange of
wages and work with labeled arrows.

What is happening in the Product Market? Summarize.

What is happening in the Resource Market? Summarize.
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Handout 6 (cont’d)

Questions
1. What does the circular flow look like?

2. What do households and businesses use to get the things they want or need?

3. Where do households and businesses meet to exchange goods and services and
money?

4. Where do households and businesses meet to exchange work and money?
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Handout 7: The Circular Flow Model and COVID-19
Directions: Write a 1 - 2 sentence summary about the executive order you just read,
noting the specific actions that the executive order is requiring citizens to take.
Executive Order Summary:

1. What does the executive order say?

2. What specific actions is it requiring citizens to take?

Show what happens to the circular flow as a result of the pandemic and the issued
executive orders.
Steps

1. Draw an “X” on the appropriate arrow to
show the money flow from households to
the Product Market being cut off. Answer
question 1.
2. Draw an “X” on the appropriate arrow to
show the money flow from the Product
Market to businesses being cut off. Answer
question 2.
3. Draw an “X” on the appropriate arrow to
show the money flow from Businesses to
the Resource Market being cut off. Answer
question 3.
4. Draw an “X” on the appropriate arrow to
show the money flow from the Resource
Market to households being cut off. Answer
question 4.
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Handout 7 (cont’d)

Questions
1. What happens if households are not going out to buy the things they want or need?

2. What happens if businesses do not receive money from the Product Market?

3. What happens if businesses do not have enough money to pay households for their
work?

4. What happens if households are not receiving money from the Resource Market for
their work?

5. Based on what you learned in the last lesson, if people can’t go out shopping due to
COVID-19, what could happen to GDP? What could happen to unemployment?

6. How has the COVID-19 pandemic and people not being able to spend money
affected the economy?
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Handout 8: Let’s Talk It Up! Town Hall Preparations
Directions: As your group reads the news article,
answer the following questions to help write your
transcript for the town hall. Feel free to also write
your own questions but make sure they relate to
the news article’s proposal and its impact on the
town’s community.

Reporter’s Questions
Questions for the Mayor

Mayor’s Responses

What are you proposing to do?

How will your proposal help residents?

How can keeping communities safe help
businesses?

Questions for Residents

Residents’ Responses

What have been some of the biggest
struggles your town has experienced so
far due to COVID-19?
As a resident of the town, what has been
your biggest struggle due to COVID-19?

How do you feel about the proposal?
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Handout 9: Let’s Reboot the Economy! Town Hall Transcript
Directions: Based on the responses to the questions from Handout 8, write the transcript for your
town hall. Remember that everyone in your group needs to speak and that the town hall should
be between 5 - 6 minutes long.
Reporter’s Introduction and Greeting (don’t forget to state the name of your town!):
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Reporter: Here comes the mayor now!
Reporter’s First Question to Mayor: What are you proposing to do?
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

Mayor’s Response:
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

Reporter’s Second Question to Mayor: How will your proposal help residents?
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

Mayor’s Response:
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
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Handout 9 (cont’d)

Reporter’s Third Question to Mayor: How can keeping communities safe help businesses?
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

Mayor’s Response:
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

Reporter: Thank you, Mayor. And now here come some residents…

Reporter’s First Question to Resident 1: What have been some of the biggest struggles your town
has experienced so far due to COVID-19?
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

Resident 1’s Response:
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

Reporters Second Question to Resident 2: As a resident of the town, what has been your biggest
struggle due to COVID-19?
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
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Handout 9 (cont’d)

Resident 2’s Response:
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

Reporter’s Third Question to Both Residents: How do you feel about the proposal?
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________

Residents’ Responses:
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
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Handout 10: Town Hall Notes
Directions: As each group reads its script, fill in the chart for each town below.
Town: ______________________________
1.

What was the mayor’s proposal? Do you agree or disagree with this proposal?

2.

What do you think was an important question that the reporter asked the mayor?

3.

What was the mayor’s response to that question?

4.

What do you think was an important question that the reporter asked the residents?

5.

What were the residents’ responses?

6.

Circle how you feel about the proposal:   

7.

Why do you feel this way about the proposal?

Town: ______________________________
1.

What was the mayor’s proposal? Do you agree or disagree with this proposal?

2.

What do you think was an important question that the reporter asked the mayor?

3.

What was the mayor’s response to that question?

4.

What do you think was an important question that the reporter asked the residents?

5.

What were the residents’ responses?

6.

Circle how you feel about the proposal:   

7.

Why do you feel this way about the proposal?
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Handout 10 (cont’d)

Town: ______________________________
1.

What was the mayor’s proposal? Do you agree or disagree with this proposal?

2.

What do you think was an important question that the reporter asked the mayor?

3.

What was the mayor’s response to that question?

4.

What do you think was an important question that the reporter asked the residents?

5.

What were the residents’ responses?

6.

Circle how you feel about the proposal:   

7.

Why do you feel this way about the proposal?

Town: ______________________________
1.

What was the mayor’s proposal? Do you agree or disagree with this proposal?

2.

What do you think was an important question that the reporter asked the mayor?

3.

What was the mayor’s response to that question?

4.

What do you think was an important question that the reporter asked the residents?

5.

What were the residents’ responses?

6.

Circle how you feel about the proposal:   

7.

Why do you feel this way about the proposal?
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Handout 11: Town Hall News!
Directions: Now that you’ve heard all of the towns’ proposals, pick which one you liked
best.
My favorite proposal: _____________________________________________________________
Write a news article for your town’s local paper summarizing the town hall and what the
mayor proposed to do in response to COVID-19. In your article, make sure you include
everything on the checklist below.
o

Recap the questions that the news reporter asked.

o

Recap the mayor’s responses.

o

Give your opinion on a topic the mayor should have addressed.

o

Recap the residents’ responses.

o

Discuss how the proposals will help restart the circular flow of the economy.

o

Your own suggestion or proposal on how to make the town’s economy healthy
again.
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Handout 12: Let’s Wrap It Up!
Based on this lesson, you have just learned how economic health is measured, what
could negatively impact it, and what actions could help restart it. All these things lead
up to the ultimate question: What happens when you can’t go out shopping anymore?
But first, let’s answer these three questions on the chart below.
Now, let’s answer the ultimate question: What happens when you can’t go shopping
anymore?
Compare your answer now to your predicted answer from Handout 1. Were there any
major differences? If so, what were they?
1. First, let’s answer these three
questions:

2. Now, let’s answer the ultimate
question:
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Resource 1: Consumption Cards (30 total)
Product
Pizza

Product
Soda

Product
Gummy Worms

Product
Ice Cream Cones

Product
Pencils

Price
$4 per slice

Price
$3 per can

Price
$5 per bag

Price
$1 per cone

Price
$1 per pencil

Quantity
50 slices

Quantity
30 bottles

Quantity
20 bags

Quantity
100 cones

Quantity
25 pencils

Product
Pens

Product
Notebooks

Product
Lip Balm

Product
Sunglasses

Product
Flip-flops

Price
$2 per pen

Price
$3 per notebook

Price
$5 per tube

Price
$50 per pair

Price
$10 per pair

Quantity
200 pens

Quantity
50 notebooks

Quantity
50 tubes

Quantity
5 pairs

Quantity
10 pairs

Product
Socks

Product
Bottled Water

Product
Scarves

Product
Balloons

Product
Cookies

Price
$5 per pair

Price
$1 per bottle

Price
$20 per scarf

Price
$4 per balloon

Price
$2 per cookie

Quantity
20 pairs

Quantity
200 bottles

Quantity
10 scarves

Quantity
40 balloons

Quantity
80 cookies

Product
Chips

Product
Bagels

Product
Gummy Bears

Product
Tissues

Product
Toothbrushes

Price
$2 per bag

Price
$3 per bagel

Price
$5 per bag

Price
$5 per box

Price
$5 per toothbrush

Quantity
90 bags

Quantity
50 bagels

Quantity
100 bags

Quantity
50 boxes

Quantity
60 toothbrushes
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Resource 1 (cont’d)

Product
Scissors

Product
Hand lotion

Product
Gloves

Product
Toothpaste

Product
Birthday Cards

Price
$5 per pair

Price
$8 per bottle

Price
$6 per pair

Price
$10 per tube

Price
$5 per card

Quantity
50 pairs

Quantity
10 bottles

Quantity
20 pairs

Quantity
10 tubes

Quantity
10 cards

Product
Muffins

Product
Hats

Product
T-shirts

Product
Shorts

Product
Wallets

Price
$2 per muffin

Price
$20 per hat

Price
$40 per shirt

Price
$50 per pair

Price
$20 per wallet

Quantity
100 muffins

Quantity
20 hats

Quantity
5 shirts

Quantity
5 pairs

Quantity
10 wallets
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Resource 2: Classroom Consumption Chart

Classroom Consumption
Product

Price

Quantity Sold

Total Market
Value

Total Classroom
Consumption

$
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Resource 3: Investment Cards (30 total)
Product
Pizza

Business Costs
•
Equipment: $20
•
Rent: $10
•
Bills: $20
•
Workers: $10

Product
Pens

Business Costs
•
Equipment: $5
•
Rent: $30
•
Bills: $15
•
Workers: $15

Product
Socks

Business Costs
•
Equipment: $20
•
Rent: $40
•
Bills: $10
•
Workers: $15

Product
Chips

Business Costs
•
Equipment: $10
•
Rent: $20
•
Bills: $10
•
Workers: $10

Product
Soda

Business Costs
•
Equipment: $5
•
Rent: $10
•
Bills: $15
•
Workers: $20

Product
Notebooks

Business Costs
•
Equipment: $20
•
Rent: $40
•
Bills: $20
•
Workers: $15

Product
Bottled Water

Business Costs
•
Equipment: $10
•
Rent: $20
•
Bills: $30
•
Workers: $15

Product
Bagels

Business Costs
•
Equipment: $20
•
Rent: $20
•
Bills: $10
•
Workers: $20

Product
Gummy Worms

Business Costs
•
Equipment: $15
•
Rent: $20
•
Bills: $15
•
Workers: $15

Product
Ice Cream Cones

Business Costs
•
Equipment: $10
•
Rent: $50
•
Bills: $20
•
Workers: $10

Product
Lip Balm

Business Costs
•
Equipment: $10
•
Rent: $50
•
Bills: $10
•
Workers: $20

Product
Sunglasses

Business Costs
•
Equipment: $50
•
Rent: $20
•
Bills: $30
•
Workers: $10

Product
Balloons

Business Costs
•
Equipment: $15
•
Rent: $20
•
Bills: $15
•
Workers: $15

Business Costs
•
Equipment: $10
•
Rent: $10
•
Bills: $10
•
Workers: $15

Product
Cookies

Business Costs
•
Equipment: $40
•
Rent: $20
•
Bills: $20
•
Workers: $10

Product
Gummy Bears

Business Costs
•
Equipment: $5
•
Rent: $20
•
Bills: $15
•
Workers: $15

Product
Flip-flops

Business Costs
•
Equipment: $50
•
Rent: $30
•
Bills: $20
•
Workers: $20

Product
Scarves

Product
Pencils

Product
Tissues

Business Costs
•
Equipment: $10
•
Rent: $10
•
Bills: $10
•
Workers: $10

Product
Toothbrushes

Business Costs
•
Equipment: $20
•
Rent: $50
•
Bills: $20
•
Workers: $15

Business Costs
•
Equipment: $40
•
Rent: $20
•
Bills: $20
•
Workers: $20
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Resource 3 (cont’d)

Product
Scissors

Business Costs
•
Equipment: $30
•
Rent: $20
•
Bills: $30
•
Workers: $25

Product
Muffins

Business Costs
•
Equipment: $10
•
Rent: $10
•
Bills: $20
•
Workers: $15

Product
Hand lotion

Business Costs
•
Equipment: $30
•
Rent: $30
•
Bills: $20
•
Workers: $20

Product
Hats

Business Costs
•
Equipment: $20
•
Rent: $10
•
Bills: $20
•
Workers: $20

Product
Gloves

Business Costs
•
Equipment: $20
•
Rent: $10
•
Bills: $20
•
Workers: $20

Product
Toothpaste

Business Costs
•
Equipment: $30
•
Rent: $10
•
Bills: $10
•
Workers: $20

Product
T-shirts

Business Costs
•
Equipment: $20
•
Rent: $10
•
Bills: $20
•
Workers: $10

Product
Birthday Cards

Product
Shorts

Business Costs
•
Equipment: $20
•
Rent: $20
•
Bills: $20
•
Workers: $20

Product
Wallets

Business Costs
•
Equipment: $20
•
Rent: $10
•
Bills: $20
•
Workers: $10

Business Costs
•
Equipment: $20
•
Rent: $20
•
Bills: $20
•
Workers: $20
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Resource 4: Classroom Business Investment Chart

Product

Classroom Chart of Business Investment
Equipment
Rent
Bills

Total
Investment

Workers

$
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Resource 5: Households Sign, Businesses Sign
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Resource 5 (cont’d): Product Market Sign, Resource Market Sign
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Resource 6: Money Cards (32 total)
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Resource 6 (continued): Product Cards (32 total)
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Resource 6 (continued): Employee Resource Cards (32 total)
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Reading 1: New York Executive Order (page 1)
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Reading 1: New York Executive Order (page 2)
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Reading 1: New York Executive Order (page 3)
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Reading 1: New York Executive Order (page 4)
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Reading 1: New York Executive Order (page 5)
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Reading 2: New Jersey Executive Order (page 1)
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Reading 2: New Jersey Executive Order (page 2)
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Reading 3: Connecticut Executive Order (page 1)
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Reading 3: Connecticut Executive Order (page 2)
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Reading 3: Connecticut Executive Order (page 3)
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Reading 4: Jersey City Mayor Opens Farmers Markets (page 1)
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Reading 4: Jersey City Mayor Opens Farmers Markets (page 2)
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Reading 5: Mayor de Blasio and Speaker Johnson Announce Plans to Implement 100
Miles of Safe Streets (page 1)
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Reading 5: Mayor de Blasio and Speaker Johnson Announce Plans to Implement 100
Miles of Safe Streets (page 2)
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Reading 6: Montclair Landlords and Tenants Working Together (page 1)
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Reading 6: Montclair Landlords and Tenants Working Together (page 2)
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